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RADIO

TO: SAC, SAN FRANCISCO

FROM: SAC, ANCHORAGE (140-381)

BERNARD HARDEN PORTER, FAA, SGE. RE BULLET TO ANCHORAGE MARCH SIX LAST. DISCONTINUE. FAA, ANCHORAGE, ADVISES PORTER RESIGNED SEPTEMBER EIGHT LAST. BUREAU ADVISED BY AM.

Bureau (AM)

JEP: dd:
(2)

52 APR 2 1959
RADIO

TO: SAC, SAN FRANCISCO
FROM: SAC, ANCHORAGE (140-321)

BERNARD HARDEN PORTER, FAA, SGE. RE BULLET TO ANCHORAGE
MARCH SIX LAST. DISCONTINUE.

FAA, ANCHORAGE, ADVISES PORTER RESIGNED SEPTEMBER EIGHT
LAST. BUREAU ADVISED BY ALL.

1-Bureau (AM)

JEP: add:
(2)

52 APR 2 1959